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Concerning  Prayer 

 
Proclus, Iamblichus and Hierocles 

 
    “All who in the least degree participate of temperance always invoke 
divinity in the impulse to every undertaking, whether it be small or great.” 
 
 I.  All beings are the progeny of the Gods, by whom they are produced 
without a medium, and in whom they are firmly established.  For the 
progression of things which perpetually subsist, and cohere from permanent 
causes, is not alone perfected by a certain continuation, but immediately 
subsists from the Gods, from whence all things are generated, however distant 
they may be from the divinities.  And this is no less true, even though asserted 
of matter itself.  For a divine nature is not absent from any thing, but is 
equally present to all things.  Hence though you should assume the last of 
beings, in these also you will find divinity.  For The One is every where; and 
in consequence of its absolute dominion, every thing receives its nature and 
coherence from the Gods.   
 
   As all things however proceed, so likewise, they are not separated from the 
Gods, but radically abide in them, as the causes and sustainers of their 
existence.  For where can they recede, since the Gods primarily comprehend 
all things in their embrace?  For whatever is placed as separate from the Gods 
has not any kind of subsistence.  But all beings are contained by the Gods and 
reside in their natures, after the manner of a circular comprehension.  Hence, 
by a wonderful mode of subsistence, all things proceed, and yet are not, nor 
indeed can be separated from the Gods; because all offspring when torn from 
their parents, immediately recur to the immense vastness of non-entity.  But in 
a certain respect they are established in them; and in short, proceed in 
themselves, but abide in the Gods.   
 
   Since however, having proceeded, it is requisite that they should be 
converted and return, imitating the evolution into light, and conversion of the 
Gods to their cause, in order that these being arranged conformably to the 
perfective triad, may again be contained by the Gods and the first unities, - 
hence they receive from them a certain secondary perfection, by which they 
may be able to convert themselves to the goodness of the divinities, in order 
that being at first rooted in, they may again through conversion be established 
in them, forming a certain circle, which originates from and terminates in the 
Gods. 
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̍̎̌̇̈̌̑ ́̆˾́̌̓̌̑
̂̆̏ ̐̌̊ ̐̆̉˾̆̌̊ ̍̈˾̐̊̌̏̕

m̢͋͋ي� ֤ ̳͔͊͑́͒͞ͅ� ͔͜͏͔ ̓ͅ ֲ̈́ ̼͍͔͐͒ͅ ͓͏͉ ִ͊́ ͔֮͊́ ָ͂͑́͗
͓͙͖͑͏͓͍͇͒͝ ͔͌̽͗ͅ͏͕͓͉͍� ՚ִ͐ ֶ͍͔͐́͒ և͑͌ ִ͊́ ͏͉͓͑͊͌ ִ͊́ ̼͌̓͋ͅ͏͕
̼͔͐͑̓͌́͏͒ ֶ͈͍ͅ Պ̿ͅ ͐͏͕ {y͍͉͓͏͋́͊

̘̩̯̝̍ ̯Қ Ѷ̩̯̝ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ц̮̯̥̩ ъ̦̟̫̩̝ ̦̝Ҡ ½̡̝̬̘̟̯̝̥ ѿ½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ж̴̨̙̮̭ ½̘̩̯̝
̦̝Ҡ ѣ̸̡̠̬̯̝̥ ц̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭� ̫Ѿ ̟Қ̬ ̷̨̩̫̩ ѓ ̦̝̯Қ ̡̮̰̩̙̲̥̝̩ ц½̡̧̡̥̯Ӻ̯̝̥ ̯Ԗ̩ బ�భఫఴ�బర

½̴̨̬̝̟̘̯̩½̷̬̫̠̫̭� ж̡Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ч̪Ӭ̭ ж½Ң ̯Ԗ̩½̡̬̫̮̲Ԗ̭̝Ѣ̴̛̯̩ѿ̴̨̱̥̮̯̝̙̩̩� ж̧̧Қ
̦̝Ҡ ̝Ѿ̷̡̯̤̩ ж½Ң ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ъ̮̯̥̩ ѷ½Ӫ ̡̟̩̩ӝ̯̝̥ ̯Қ ½̘̩̯̝� ̦и̩ ½̴̴̫̬̬̯̘̯ ̯Ԗ̩
̡̤Ԗ̩ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̧̙̟̣̯̝̥� ̦и̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ҟ̩ ̡Ѧ½Ӫ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̧̣̩҃r ̫Ѿ̡̠̩Ң̭ ̟Қ̬ ж̡̱̙̮̯̣̦ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩�
ж̧̧Қ ½ӝ̮̥̩ ц̪ Ѧ̮̫̰ ½̡̘̬̮̯̥� ̷̠̥� ̦и̩ ̯Қ ъ̮̲̝̯̝ ̧̘̞Ӫ̭� ̦̝Ҡ ̸̯̫̯̫̥̭ ½̝̬Ң̩ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ బ�భఫఴ�భఫ

̡ѿ̡̬̮̥̭̚r ъ̮̯̥ ̟Қ̬ ½̝̩̯̝̲̫ԉ ̯Ң ы̩� ̦̝̤Ң ̯Ԗ̩ Ѷ̴̩̯̩ ы̦̝̮̯̫̩ ц̦ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ѿ̡̱̙̮̯̣̦�
̷̡̧̬̫̤̩̯̝̍ ̠Ҝ ½̘̩̯̝ ц̦ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̫Ѿ̦ ц̡̧̧̡̪̰̤̩̚ ж½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩� ж̧̧� ц̴̡̢̛̩̬̬̯̝̥

ц̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭r ½̫ԉ ̟Қ̬ и̩ ̦̝Ҡ ц̧̪̙̤̫̥� ½̘̩̯̝ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ½̷̴̡̡̧̬̥̥̣̱̯̩ ̦̝Ҡ ½̬̫̦̝ బ�భఫఴ�భర

̷̴̡̧̯̥̣̱̯̩ ̦̝Ҡ ц̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭ ц̷̴̲̩̯̩� ̯Ң ̟Қ̬ ц½̡̙̦̥̩̝ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̯Ң ̨̨̣̠̝Ԗ̭ Ѷ̩
ц̮̯̥� ½̘̩̯̝ ̠Ҝ ̯Қ Ѷ̩̯̝ ̸̧̦̦Ԕ ½̡̡̧̛̬̥̣½̯̝̥ ѿ½Ң ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ц̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭ ц̮̯̥�
̨̤̝̰̝̮̯Ң̩ ̫̩҄ ̯̥̩̝ ̷̯̬½̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ ½̬̫Ӭ̧̡̤ ½̘̩̯̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ ½̬̫Ӭ̧̡̤̩� ̫Ѿ ̟Қ̬ ж½̡
̮½̘̮̤̣ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩r ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ ̟Қ̬ и̩ ј̩ ж½̫̮½̝̮̤̙̩̯̝� ̷̠̥̯̥ ̦̝Ҡ ½̘̩̯̝ ̯Қ ъ̦̟̫̩̝ ̯Ԗ̩ బ�భఫఴ�మఫ

½̴̝̯̙̬̩ ж½̫̮½̨̡̹̩̝ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̡̲̘̩̥̝̩ ̡Ѿ̤Ҥ̭ ѿ½̡̫̯̬̙̲̥ ̯̫ԉ ̨Ҟ Ѷ̩̯̫̭r ж̧̧� బ�భబఫ�బ

ѧ̛̠̬̰̯̝ ½̴̭ ц̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭� ̛̦̝� ҋ̭ ̯Ң ѷ̧̫̩ ̡Ѣ½̡Ӻ̩� ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭ ̨Ҝ̩ ½̡̧̧̡̬̫̰̤̚� ̨̡̙̩̥ ̠Ҝ
̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭�

ь½̡Ҡ ̠Ҝ ½̷̡̧̬̫̤̩̯̝ ̦̝Ҡ ц½̡̥̮̯̬̙̱̥̩ ъ̡̠̥ ̸̨̨̨̡̥̫̩̝ ̯Ҟ̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ъ̛̦̱̝̩̮̩
̡̯ ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѣ̭ ̯Ң ̝Ѧ̯̥̫̩ ̮̯̬̫̱̩̚� ѧ̩̝ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡̧̡̯̮̥̫̰̬̟Ң̩ ̯̬̥̘̠̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̝ԉ̯̝ ̡̠̥̝̯ బ�భబఫ�ర

̨̯̝̟̙̩̝ ½̧̘̥̩ ѿ½Ң ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ½̡̬̥̙̲̣̯̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ½̴̴̛̬̯̮̯̩ ч̴̩̘̠̩� ̡̠̰̯̙̬̝̩
̯̥̩Қ ̡̠̙̲̯̝̥ ½̝̬� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̷̡̧̡̯̥̯̣̯̝� ̦̝̤� ѕ̩ ц½̡̥̮̯̬̙̱̥̩ ̸̠̩̝̯̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̟̝
̷̤̯̣̯̝ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� ѷ½̴̭ и̩ ц̴̢̨̬̬̥̙̩̝ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̬̲Ҟ̩ ц̩ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ̠̥Қ ̯Ӭ̭ ц½̥̮̯̬̫̱Ӭ̭
̝̤̥̭҄ ц̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭ ж½̡̡̛̬̠̣̯̝̥� ̸̧̦̦̫̩ ̯̥̩Қ ̯̫ԉ̯̫̩ ж½Ң ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̡̯ ж̷̨̡̬̲̩̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѣ̭ బ�భబఫ�బఫ

̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̧̟̫̩̯̝̚ ½̸̨̡̫̥̫̩̝�
̘̩̯̍� ̫̩҄ ̦̝Ҡ ̨̡̙̩̥ ̦̝Ҡ ц½̡̥̮̯̬̙̱̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ̷̧̝̞̩̯̝ ½̝̬�

̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̸̨̠̩̝̥̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̠̥̯̯Қ ̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚ ̦̝̯� ̫Ѿ̛̮̝̩ ѿ½̡̨̡̫̠̪̘̩̝� ̯Қ ̨Ҝ̩ ѷ½̴̭
и̩ ц̡̦Ӻ ̨̙̩Ӫ� ̯Қ ̠Ҝ ѷ½̴̭ и̩ ц½̥̮̯̬̙̱Ӫ ½̷̡̧̬̫̤̩̯̝� ̦̝Ҡ ̯̝ԉ̯̝ ̫Ѿ̦ ц̩ ̳̰̲̝Ӻ̭ ̷̨ బ�భబఫ�బర

̩̫̩� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ц̩ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ч½̨̫̙̩̫̥̭ ж̸̳̲̫̥̭ ½̡̘̬̮̯̥ ̴̡̡̤̬Ӻ̩� ̛̯ ̟Қ̬ к̧̧̫ ц̮̯Ҡ ̯Ң ̦̝Ҡ
̸̯̫̯̫̥̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̨̮̰½̡̘̤̥̝̩ ½̬Ң̭ к̧̧̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ к̧̧̝̭ ̨̡̠̰̩̘̥̭ ц̩̝½̷̡̢̨̡̬̟̝̩̫̩� є ̯Ң
̸̨̧̮̞̫̝ ½̝̬Қ ̯Ӭ̭ ̸̴̡̱̮̭ ̡Ѣ̧̣̲̙̩̝̥� ̯Қ ̨Ҝ̩ ½̬Ң̭ к̧̧̣̩� ̯Қ ̠Ҝ ½̬Ң̭ к̧̧̣̩ ̫Ѣ
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   All things therefore, both abide in, and convert themselves to the Gods, 
receiving this power from the divinities, together with twofold impressions 
according to essence; the one, that they may abide there, but the other that, 
having proceeded, they may convert themselves [to their causes].  And these 
things we may survey not only in souls, but also in inanimate natures.  For 
what else ingenerates in these a sympathy with other powers, but the symbols 
which they are allotted by nature, some of which are allied to this, but others 
to that series of Gods?  For nature being supernally suspended from the Gods, 
and distributed from their orders, inserts also in bodies impressions of their 
alliance to the divinities.  In some indeed, inserting solar, but in others lunar 
impressions, and in others again, the symbol of some other God.  And these 
indeed, convert themselves to the Gods; some, as to the Gods simply, but 
others as to particular Gods; nature thus perfecting her progeny according to 
different peculiarities of the divinities.   
 
   The Demiurgus of the universe therefore, by a much greater priority, 
impressed these symbols in souls, by which they might be able to abide in 
themselves, and again convert themselves to the sources of their being.  And 
through the symbol of unity indeed he conferred on them stability; but 
through intellect, he imparted to them the power of conversion. 
  
    But to this conversion prayer is of the greatest utility.  For it attracts to itself 
the beneficence of the Gods, through those ineffable symbols which the father 
of souls has disseminated in them.1  It likewise unites those who pray with 
those to whom prayer is addressed; conjoins the intellect of the Gods with the 
words of those who pray; excites the will of those who perfectly comprehend 
good to the abundant communication of it; is the fabricator of divine 
persuasion; and establishes in the Gods all that we possess. 
   
   To a perfect and true prayer however, there is required in the first place, a 
knowledge of all the divine orders to which he who prays approaches.  For no 
one will accede to the Gods in a proper manner, unless he has a knowledge of 
their peculiarities.  Hence also the oracle admonishes, that a fire-heated 
conception has the first order in sacred worship.2   
    
   But in the second place, there is required a conformation of our life with that 
which is divine; and this accompanied with all purity, chastity, discipline, and 
order, through which our concerns being introduced to the Gods, we shall 
attract their beneficence, and our souls will become subject to them.   
                     
1 Chald. Oracl. 95 
2 Chald. Oracl. 139 
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̡̦̥̫ԉ̩̯̝ ̡̮̥̬Қ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� к̴̡̩̤̩ ̟Қ̬ ̦̝Ҡ ж½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ц̨̪̣̬̯̣̙̩̣ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ѓ ̸̱̮̥̭ బ�భబఫ�భఫ

̦̝Ҡ ̡̡̨̨̠̥̝̩̩̣̙̩̣ ½̡̬Ҡ ̯Қ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̡̯̘̪̥̭ ц̛̩̯̤̣̮̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̨̮̹̝̮̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̬Ң̭
̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̫Ѣ̷̡̦̥̯̣̯̫̭ ̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚� ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̨Ҝ̩ ћ̧̥̝̦̘� ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̠Ҝ ̡̧̣̩̥̝̦̘̏� ̯̫Ӻ̭
̠Ҝ к̧̧̫̰ ̯̥̩Ң̭ ̡̤Ԗ̩� ̦̝Ҡ ц½̡̥̮̯̬̙̱̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̝ԉ̯̝ ½̬Ң̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ̯Қ ̨Ҝ̩ ҋ̭ ½̬Ң̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭
з½̧Ԗ̭� ̯Қ ̠Ҝ ҋ̭ ½̬Ң̭ ̸̡̯̫̮̠ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ̡̧̡̯̹̮̝̮̝ ̯Қ ч̝̰̯Ӭ̭ ̡̨̟̩̩̝̯̝̚ ̦̝̯� బ�భబఫ�భర

к̧̧̣̩ ̦̝Ҡ к̧̧̣̩ Ѣ̷̠̥̯̣̯̝ ̡̤Ԗ̩�
̝̐ԉ̯� ̫̩҄ ½̧̧̫ԗ ½̷̡̬̯̬̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ ѳ ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬̟Ң̭ ½̡̬Ҡ ̯Қ̭ ̳̰̲Қ̭ ц̡̩̬̟̣̮̚ ̯̫ԉ ̡̯

̨̡̙̩̥̩ ̝Ѿ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫ԉ ц½̡̥̮̯̬̙̱̥̩ ̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚ ̠̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̝̯Қ ̨Ҝ̩ ̯Ң щ̩ ѣ̸̠̬̮̝̭
̝Ѿ̯̘̭� ̦̝̯Қ ̠Ҝ ̯Ң̩ ̩̫ԉ̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ц½̥̮̯̬̫̱Ҟ̩ ̝Ѿ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̨̡̦̝̯̝̲̝̬̥̮̘̩̫̭� బ�భబఫ�మఫ

̬̍Ң̭ ̠Ҝ ̯Ҟ̩ ц½̥̮̯̬̫̱Ҟ̩ ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ѓ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ ̨̡̛̟̮̯̣̩ ½̡̝̬̙̲̯̝̥ ̧̡̮̰̩̯̙̥̝̩ ̨̮̰ బ�భబబ�బ

̷̧̞̫̥̭ ж̬̬̯̫̥̭̚ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� й ̯Ԗ̩ ̳̰̲Ԗ̩ ѳ ½̝̯Ҟ̬ ц̩̙̮½̡̡̥̬̩ ̝Ѿ̯̝Ӻ̭� ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩
̯Ҟ̩ ̡Ѿ½̛̫̥̝̩ ы̧̦̫̰̮̝ ̡Ѣ̭ ч̝̰̯Ҟ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ч̩̫ԉ̮̝ ̨Ҝ̩ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡Ѿ̨̲̫̙̩̫̰̭ ц̡̛̦̩̫̥̭� ½̬Ң̭
̫ҁ̭ ̡҂̲̫̩̯̝̥� ̮̰̩̘½̯̫̰̮̝ ̠Ҝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̩̫ԉ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѿ̴̨̲̫̙̩̩ బ�భబబ�ర

̷̧̟̫̰̭� ̦̥̩̫ԉ̮̝ ̠Ҝ ̯Ҟ̩ ̸̧̞̫̣̮̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̡̧̡̛̯̭ ̯Қ ж̟̝̤Қ ½̷̴̡̡̬̥̲̩̯̩ ц̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭
ц½Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ к̱̤̫̩̫̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̨̡̯̘̠̫̮̥̩� ½̡̥̤̫ԉ̭ ̡̯ ̫̮̝҄ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̛̤̝̭ ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬̟Ң̭ ̦̝Ҡ
ѷ̧̝ ̯Қ ѓ̨̡̙̯̬̝ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ц̸̩̥̠̬̫̰̮̝�

ћ̡̟Ӻ̯̝̥ ̠Ҝ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̧̡̛̯̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ Ѷ̴̩̯̭ ̫҂̮̣̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ½̬Ԗ̯̫̩ ѓ ̟̩Ԗ̮̥̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̡̛̤̩
̴̡̯̘̪̩ ½̝̮Ԗ̩� ̝ѩ̭ ½̷̡̬̮̥̮̥̩ ѳ ̡Ѿ̷̨̡̲̩̫̭r ̫Ѿ ̟Қ̬ и̩ ̫Ѣ̴̡̛̦̭ ½̧̬̫̭̙̤̫̥ ̨Ҟ ̯Қ̭ బ�భబబ�బఫ

Ѣ̷̠̥̯̣̯̝̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ц̴̟̩̦̹̭� ̠̥Ң ̦̝Ҡ �̯Ң ̷̧̟̥̫̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ½̧̰̬̥̤̝½Ӭ ъ̩̩̫̥̝̩� ½̴̛̬̯
̮̯̣̩ ъ̡̲̥̩ ̯̘̪̥̩ ц̩ ̯ӭ ѣ̡̬Ӟ ̡̛̤̬̣̮̦ӛ ½̸̡̡̧̡̝̬̦̮̝̯̫�

̡̰̯̙̬̝́ ̠Ҝ ̨̡̯Қ ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ѓ ̫Ѣ̴̡̛̦̮̥̭ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Ҟ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ѳ̴̨̛̫̮̥̩ ѓ̨Ԗ̩
̯Ӭ̭ ̨̮̰½̘̮̣̭ ̷̦̝̤̝̬̯̣̯̫̭� з̡̛̟̩̝̭� ½̡̛̝̥̠̝̭� ̴̡̯̘̪̭� ̠̥� љ̭ ̯Қ ѓ̨̡̙̯̬̝ ½̬̫̮ బ�భబబ�బర

̨̡̘̟̫̩ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭� ы̧̡̦̫̩̯̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ж½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѿ̨̡̙̩̥̝̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Қ̭ ̳̰̲Қ̭ ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ѿ½̫
̧̡̛̦̝̯̝̦̩̫̩̯̭ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ӻ̭�
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   In the third place, contact is necessary, according to which we touch the 
divine essence with the summit of our soul, and verge to a union with it.  But 
there is yet farther required, an approximating adhesion: for thus the oracle 
calls it, when he says, the mortal approximating to fire will possess a light 
from the Gods.3  For this imparts to us a greater communion with, and a more 
manifest participation of the light of the Gods.   
 
   In the last place, union succeeds establishing the one of the soul in The One 
of the Gods, and causing our energy to become one with divine energy; 
according to which we are no longer ourselves, but are absorbed as it were in 
the Gods, abiding in divine light, and circularly comprehended by it.  And this 
is the best end of true prayer, in order that the conversion of the soul may be 
conjoined with its permanency, and that every thing which proceeds from The 
One of the Gods, may again be established in The One, and the light which is 
in us may be comprehended in the light of the Gods. 
   
   Prayer therefore, is no small part of the whole ascent of souls.  Nor is he 
who possesses virtue superior to the want of the good which proceeds from 
prayer; but on the contrary the ascent of the soul is effected through it, and 
together with this, piety to the Gods, which is the summit of virtue.  Nor in 
short, ought any other to pray than he who is transcendently good, as the 
Athenian guest [in Plato] says.  For to such a one, converse with the Gods 
becomes most efficacious to the attainment of a happy life.  But the contrary 
is naturally adapted to befall the vicious.4  For it is not lawful for the pure to 
be touched by the impure.5   
 
   Hence, it is necessary that he who generously enters on the exercise of 
prayer, should render the Gods propitious to him, and should excite in himself 
conceptions full of intellectual light.  For the favor and benignity of more 
exalted beings, is the most effectual incentive to their communication with our 
natures.  And it is requisite to continue without intermission in the worship of 
divinity.  For [according to the oracle] the rapid6 Gods perfect the mortal 
constantly employed in prayer.7   
 
   It is also necessary to observe a stable order in the performance of divine 
works; to exert those virtues which purify and elevate the soul from 

                     
3 §  Chald. Oracl. 121, 126 
4 cf. Laws IV, 716d. 
5 cf. Phædo 67b. 
6 i.e. The intelligible Gods. 
7 Chald. Oracl. fr. 140. 
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̛̬̯̣̐ ̠Ҝ ѓ ̮̰̩̝̱̚� ̦̝̤� ѕ̩ ц̱̝½̷̨̡̯̤̝ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̛̤̝̭ ̫Ѿ̛̮̝̭ ̯ԗ ж̦̬̫̯̘̯Ԕ ̯Ӭ̭
̳̰̲Ӭ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̸̡̨̡̮̰̩̩̫̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѿ̯̩̚� ц½Ҡ ̠Ҝ ̸̯̝̯̝̥̭ ѓ ц̨½̧̙̝̮̥̭ ¾ ̴̫̯̭҃ ̟Қ̬ ̝Ѿ బ�భబబ�భఫ

̯Ҟ̩ ̧̡̦̝Ӻ ̯Ң �̷̧̟̥̫̩r ̯ԗ ½̰̬Ҡ ̟Қ̬ ̞̬̫̯Ң̭ ц̨½̡̧̘̮̝̭ ̷̡̡̤̤̩ ̱̘̫̭ ы̡̪̥� ¾ ̴̨̡̢̛
̯Ҟ̩ ̴̛̦̫̥̩̩̝̩ ѓ̨Ӻ̩ ½̡̨̝̬̲̫̙̩̣ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̯̬̝̩̮̯̙̬̝̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̨̡̛̯̫̰̮̝̩ ̯̫ԉ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩
̴̷̱̯̭�

̡̧̡̛̰̯̝̝̐ ̠Ҝ ѓ ы̴̩̮̥̭� ̝Ѿ̯ԗ ̯ԗ ч̩Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̯Ң щ̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ̳̰̲Ӭ̭ ц̸̩̥̠̬̫̰̮̝ బ�భబబ�భర

̦̝Ҡ ̨̛̝̩ ц̡̩̙̬̟̥̝̩ ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ̡̯ ½̫̥̫ԉ̮̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� ̦̝̤� ѕ̩ ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ ч̝̰̯Ԗ̩ ц̨̡̮̩�
ж̧̧Қ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� ц̩ ̯ԗ ̡̛̤Ԕ ̴̱̯Ҡ ̨̡̙̩̫̩̯̭ ̦̝Ҡ ѿ½� ̝Ѿ̯̫ԉ ̸̧̦̦Ԕ ½̷̡̡̨̡̬̥̲̩̫̥�
̦̝Ҡ ̯̫ԉ̯̫ ½̙̬̝̭ ц̮̯Ҡ ̯Ң к̬̥̮̯̫̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ж̧̣̤̥̩Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭� ѧ̩̝ ц½̥̮̰̩̘̳Ӫ ̯Ҟ̩ ц½̥̮̯̬̫
̱Ҟ̩ ̯ӭ ̨̫̩ӭ ̦̝Ҡ ½ӝ̩ ̯Ң ½̡̧̬̫̤Ң̩ ж½Ң ̯̫ԉ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ч̩Ң̭ ̝̤̥̭҄ ц̸̩̥̠̬̮Ӫ ̯ԗ ч̩Ҡ బ�భబబ�మఫ

̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң ц̩ ѓ̨Ӻ̩ ̱Ԗ̭ ̯ԗ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̴̱̯Ҡ ½̡̧̬̥̘̞Ӫ� బ�భబభ�బ

̌Ѿ̦ к̬̝ ̷̨̮̥̦̬̩ ̯̥ ̷̷̨̬̥̩ ц̮̯̥̩ ѓ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ ̯Ӭ̭ ѷ̧̣̭ ж̷̩̠̫̰ ̯Ԗ̩ ̳̰̲Ԗ̩� ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ
ѳ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̡̬̯Ҟ̩ ъ̴̲̩ ж½̡̬̫̮̠̭̚ ц̮̯̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ж½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ½̨̬̫̭̟̥̩̫̙
̴̩̩� ж̧̧Қ ½ӝ̩ ̯̫Ѿ̛̩̝̩̯̫̩ ѓ к̩̫̠̫̭ ̠̥� ̝Ѿ̯Ӭ̭ ц½̡̧̡̥̯Ӻ̯̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̨̡̯Қ ̸̯̝̯̣̭ ̦̝Ҡ బ�భబభ�ర

̯Ң ̡̧̦̱̘̝̥̫̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ж̡̬̯Ӭ̭ ѓ ½̡̬Ҡ ̸̡̤̫̭ ц̮̯̥̩ ѳ̷̮̥̯̣̭� ѷ̴̧̭ ̠Ҝ ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ к̧̧̫̩ ̡҂
̡̲̮̤̝̥ ½̬̫̮Ӭ̡̦̩� є ̯Ң̩ ж̟̝̤Ң̩ �̷̴̡̠̥̝̱̬̩̯̭�� ҏ̭ ̱̣̮̥̩ ѳ �о̤̣̩̝Ӻ̫̭ ̪̙̩̫̭�r
̸̯̫̯Ԕ ̟Қ̬ �ж̨̩̰̮̥̹̯̝̯̫̩� ̡̛̟̩̯̝̥ �½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң̩ ̡Ѿ̨̛̠̝̫̩̝ ̛̞̫̩ ̯Ң ½̨̧̡̬̫̮̫̥Ӻ̩
̡̤̫Ӻ̭�� ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̠Ҝ ̦̝̦̫Ӻ̭ �̯ж̛̩̝̩̯̝ ̸̴̯̫̯̩ ½̡̙̱̰̦� ;,EG� )6 ��� $=r �̨Ҟ ̦̝̤̝̬ԗ బ�భబభ�బఫ

̟Қ̬ ̦̝̤̝̬̫ԉ ц̱̘½̡̯̮̤̝̥ ̫Ѿ ̷̡̨̤̥̯̩� ;0HAED� �� "=�
̡́Ӻ ̠Ҟ ̫̩҄ ̯Ң̩ ̴̡̛̟̩̩̝̭ ж̷̧̨̡̩̯̥̣̳̩̫̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ѧ̧̡̹̭ ̡̯ ½̡̫̥Ӻ̮̤̝̥ ̯̫Ҥ̭

̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ж̡̡̡̛̩̟̬̥̩ ц̩ ч̝̰̯ԗ ̯Қ̭ ½̡̬Ҡ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ц̛̩̩̫̝̭ ¾ ̯Ң ̟Қ̬ ½̬̫̮̣̩Ҝ̭ ̯Ԗ̩
̷̴̡̦̬̥̯̯̩̩ ½̷̬̹̯̥̮̯̩ ц̮̯̥̩ ѳ̨̬̣̯̬̥̫̩̚ ̯Ӭ̭ ̨̡̛̯̫̰̮̝̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ¾ ̦̝Ҡ ж̧̡̛̠̥̝ బ�భబభ�బర

½̴̯̭ ъ̡̲̮̤̝̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̡̬Ҡ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ̡̛̤̬̣̮̦̝̭ ¾ �̸̠̣̤̩̫̩̯̥� ̟Қ̬ �̞̬̫̯ԗ ̦̬̝̥½̩̫Ҡ
̨̡̘̦̝̬̭ ̡̧̯̙̤̫̰̮̥̩��

̝̇Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ ̯̘̪̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̡̛̤̩ ъ̴̬̟̩ ж̧̡̮̘̰̯̫̩ ̧̡̱̰̘̯̯̥̩ ж̡̬̯̘̭ ̡̯ ж½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ బ�భబభ�భఫ
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generation, together with faith, truth, and love;8 to preserve this triad and hope 
of good, this immutable reception of divine light, and segregation from every 
other pursuit, that thus becoming alone, we may associate with solitary deity, 
and not endeavour to conjoin ourselves with multitude to The One.  For he 
who attempts this, effects the very contrary, and separates himself from the 
Gods.  For as it is not lawful in conjunction with non-entity to associate with 
being; so neither is it possible with multitude to be conjoined with The One.   
 
   Such therefore are the particulars which ought first to be known concerning 
prayer; viz. that the essence of it congregates and binds souls to the Gods, or 
rather, that it unites all secondary to primary natures.  For as the great 
Theodorus says, all things pray except the FIRST. 
   
   The perfection however of prayer, beginning from more common goods, 
ends in divine union, and gradually accustoms the soul to divine light.  But its 
efficacious energy both replenishes us with good, and causes our concerns to 
be common with those of the Gods.   
 
   With respect to the causes of prayer too, we may infer, that so far as they are 
effective, they are the efficacious powers of the Gods, converting and calling 
upwards the soul to the Gods themselves.  But that so far as they are final or 
perfective, they are the immaculate goods of the soul, which they derive as the 
fruits of being established in the Gods.  That so far also as they are 
paradigmatical, they are the primordial causes of beings, which proceed from 
The Good, and are united to it, according to one ineffable union.  But that so 
far as they are formal, they assimilate souls to the Gods, and give perfection to 
the whole of their life.  And that so far as they are material, they are the 
impressions or symbols inserted by the Demiurgus in the essences of souls, in 
order that they may be excited to a reminiscence of the Gods who produced 
them, and whatever else exists. 
  
    Moreover, we may likewise define the modes of prayer which are various, 
according to the genera and species of the Gods.  For prayer is either 
demiurgic, or cathartic, or vivific.  And the demiurgic is such as that which is 
offered for the sake of showers and winds.  For the demiurgi are the causes of 
the generation of these.  And the prayers of the Athenians for winds procuring 
serenity of weather are addressed to these Gods.  But the cathartic prayer is 
that which is offered for the purpose of averting diseases originating from 
pestilence, and other contagious distempers; such as we have written in our 
temples.  And the vivific prayer is that with which we worship the Gods, who 
are the causes of vivification, on account of the origin and maturity of fruits.   
                     
8 Chald. Oracl. fr. 46 
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̴̡̡̟̩̙̮̭ ̦̝̤̝̬̯̥̦Қ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ж̴̩̝̟̟̫Ҥ̭ ½̡̧̬̫̞̞Ӭ̮̤̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ½̛̮̯̥̩ ̦̝Ҡ ж̧̡̤̥̝̩̚ ̦̝Ҡ
ъ̴̬̯̝� ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ц̡̛̦̩̣̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̯̬̥̘̠̝� ̦̝Ҡ ц̧½̛̠̝ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩ к̡̯̬½̷̯̩ ̡̯ ѿ½̫̠̫
̲Ҟ̩ ̯̫ԉ ̡̛̤̫̰ ̴̱̯Ң̭ ̦̝Ҡ ъ̦̮̯̝̮̥̩ ж½Ң ½̴̘̩̯̩ ̯Ԗ̩ к̴̧̧̩ ц½̴̡̨̥̯̣̠̰̘̯̩� ѧ̩̝
̷̨̩̫̭ ̯̥̭ ̯ԗ ̡̤ԗ ̷̨̩Ԕ ̮̰̩ӭ ̦̝Ҡ ̨Ҟ ̨̡̯Қ ½̧̤̫̰̭̚ ̯ԗ ч̩Ҡ ̮̰̩̘½̡̯̥̩ ч̝̰̯Ң̩ ц̟ బ�భబభ�భర

̡̲̥̬ӭr ½ӝ̩ ̟Қ̬ ̯̫Ѿ̛̩̝̩̯̫̩ ѳ ̯̫̥̫ԉ̯̫̭ ̠̬Ӟ ̦̝Ҡ ж̛̱̮̯̣̮̥̩ ч̝̰̯Ң̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩r ҋ̭
̟Қ̬ ̫Ѿ ̨̤̙̥̭ ̨̡̯Қ ̯̫ԉ ̨Ҟ Ѷ̩̯̫̭ ̯ԗ Ѷ̩̯̥ ½̨̧̡̬̫̮̫̥Ӻ̩� ̴̫̯̭҃ ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ ̨̡̯Қ ½̧̤̫̰̭̚
̯ԗ ч̩Ҡ ̮̰̩̘½̡̯̮̤̝̥ ̷̠̰̩̝̯̩�

с ̨Ҝ̩ ̫̩҄ ½̡̬Ҡ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ̡Ѣ̠̙̩̝̥ ̡̠Ӻ ̯Ҟ̩ ½̬̹̯̣̩� ̯̫̥̝ԉ̯̝ к̯̯̝ ц̛̮̯̩� ѷ̯̥ ̫Ѿ̛̮̝ బ�భబభ�మఫ

̨Ҝ̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ӭ̭ ѓ ̴̮̰̩̝̟̟Ң̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̮̰̩̠̯̥̦Ҟ ̯Ԗ̩ ̳̰̲Ԗ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ̨ӝ̧̧̫̩ ̠Ҝ ѓ బ�భబమ�బ

½̴̘̩̯̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̡̠̰̯̙̬̩ ч̩̫½̫̥Ң̭ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Қ ½̷̡̬̯̬̝r �½̘̩̯̝ ̟Қ̬ ̡҂̡̲̯̝̥ ½̧Ҟ̩ ̯̫ԉ
½̬̹̯̫̰�� ̱̣̮Ҡ̩ ѳ ̨̙̟̝̭ �̷̴̡̠̬̫̭̅��

̷̡̧̡̥̯̣̭̐ ̠Ҝ ж̨̬̲̫̙̩̣ ̨Ҝ̩ ж½Ң ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̦̫̥̩̫̯̙̬̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩� ̧̟̫̰̮̝̚ ̠Ҝ ̡Ѣ̭ ̯Ҟ̩
̡̛̤̝̩ ы̴̩̮̥̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̝̯Қ ̨̥̦̬Ң̩ ̡̢̛̮̰̩̤̫̰̮̝ ̯Ҟ̩ ̳̰̲Ҟ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ̱Ԗ̭� ц̩̙̬ బ�భబమ�ర

̡̟̥̝ ̠Ҝ ̠̬̝̮̯̬̥̫̭̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩ ж½̫½̴̧̣̬̯̥̦Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̫̥̩Қ ½̫̥̫ԉ̮̝ ̯Қ ѓ̨̙
̡̯̬̝ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭�

˾Ѣ̛̯̝̭ ̠Ҝ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ҋ̭ ̨Ҝ̩ ½̫̥̣̯̥̦Қ̭ ж½̷̧̢̨̡̫̫̟̥̤̝ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̯Қ̭ ̛̠̬̝̮̯̣̬̫̰̭
̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̨̡̠̰̩̘̥̭� ̯Қ̭ ц½̸̡̥̮̯̬̱̫̮̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ ж̧̨̩̝̦̝̫̰̙̩̝̭ ½̘̩̯̝ ц½� ̝Ѿ̯̫Ҥ̭ బ�భబమ�బఫ

̯̫Ҥ̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ҋ̭ ̠Ҝ ̡̧̯̥̦Қ̭ ̯Қ к̲̬̝̩̯̝ ж̟̝̤Қ ̯Ԗ̩ ̳̰̲Ԗ̩� й ̠Ҟ ̦̝̬½̫ԉ̩̯̝̥ ц̩
̡̥̠̬̰̩̤Ӻ̮̝̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭� ҋ̭ ̠Ҝ ½̡̨̝̬̝̠̥̟̝̯̥̦Қ̭ ̯Қ ½̴̬̯̫̰̬̟Қ ̝Ѧ̯̥̝ ̯Ԗ̩ Ѷ̴̩̯̩�
й ̦̝Ҡ ½̬̫Ӭ̧̡̤̩ ц̦ ̯ж̟̝̤̫ԉ ̦̝Ҡ ї̴̩̯̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̦̝̯Қ ̨̛̝̩ к̬̬̣̯̫̩ ы̴̩̮̥̩�
ҋ̭ ̠Ҝ ̡Ѣ̠̥̦Қ̭ ̯Қ ж̴̨̱̫̫̥̯̥̦Қ ̯Ԗ̩ ̳̰̲Ԗ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̧̡̯̮̥̫̰̬̟Қ ̯Ӭ̭ బ�భబమ�బర

ѷ̧̣̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̢Ӭ̭� ҋ̭ ̠Ҝ ѿ̧̥̦Қ̭ ̯Қ ̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚ ̯Қ ж½Ң ̯̫ԉ ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬̟̫ԉ ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̫Ѿ̛̮
̝̥̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ц̩̠̫̤̙̩̯̝ ½̬Ң̭ ж̨̩̘̩̣̮̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ѿ½̴̫̮̯̣̮̘̩̯̩ ̝Ѿ̯̘̭ ̡̯ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Қ к̧̧̝
̡̤Ԗ̩�

̝̇Ҡ ̨Ҟ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̷̯̬½̫̰̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ԗ̩ ж̷̢̨̡̱̫̬̥̤̝ ½̧̡̡̫̰̥̠Ӻ̭ Ѷ̩̯̝̭� ̯̫Ҥ̭ బ�భబమ�భఫ

̨Ҝ̩ ̦̝̯Қ ̟̙̩̣ ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѧ̠̣ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩r ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬̟̥̦Ҟ ̟̘̬ ц̮̯̥̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̝̤̝̬̯̥̦Ҟ
̦̝Ҡ ̢Ԕ̫½̷̫̥̭r ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬̟̥̦Ҟ ̨̙̩� ̫ѩ̫̩ ѿ½Ҝ̬ Ѷ̴̨̞̬̩ ̦̝Ҡ ж̴̨̩̙̩r ̫ѣ ̟Қ̬ ̨̠̣̥̫̰̬
̟̫Ҡ ̯Ӭ̭ ̸̴̯̫̯̩ ̝Ѧ̯̥̫̥ ̴̡̡̟̩̙̮̭r ̦̝Ҡ ̝ѣ ̯Ԗ̩ ̂Ѿ̴̨̠̝̩̙̩ ̡Ѿ̲̝Ҡ ½̝̬Қ о̛̤̣̩̝̫̥̭
½̬Ң̭ ̸̯̫̯̫̰̭ ц̛̟̩̫̩̯̫ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̸̡̤̫̭� ̦̝̤̝̬̯̥̦̝Ҡ ̠̙� ̝ѣ ц½Ҡ ж½̫̯̬̫½̝Ӻ̭ ̧̨̫̥̥̦Ԗ̩ బ�భబమ�భర

̴̨̩̫̮̣̘̯̩ є ½̴̛̝̩̯̫̩ ̨̧̨̫̰̮Ԗ̩� ̫ѧ̝̭ ̠Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ц̩ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ѣ̡̬̫Ӻ̭ ъ̨̡̲̫̩ ж̡̨̩̝̟̟̬̝
̨̙̩̝̭� ̢Ԕ̫½̫̥̫Ҡ ̠̙� ҋ̭ ̝ѣ ѿ½Ҝ̬ ̯Ӭ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̦̝̬½Ԗ̩ ̴̡̡̟̩̙̮̭ ̡̤̬̝½̸̡̫̰̮̝̥ ̯̫Ҥ̭
̡̛̦̬̯̯̫̩̝̭ ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ̢Ԕ̛̫̟̫̩̝̭ ̝Ѣ̛̯̫̰̭r
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   Hence prayers are of a perfective nature, because they elevate us to these 
orders of the Gods.  And he who considers such prayers in a different manner, 
fails in properly apprehending the nature and efficacy of prayer.  But again, 
with reference to the things for which we pray; those prayers, which regard 
the salvation of the soul; obtain the first place; those which pertain to the good 
temperament of the body, the second; and those rank in the third place, which 
are offered for the sake of external concerns.  And lastly, with respect to the 
division of the times in which we offer up prayers, it is either according to the 
seasons of the year, or the centres of the solar revolution; or we establish 
multiform prayers according to other such-like conceptions. 
 

*       *       * 
 
II.   Prayers are not to be directed to the Gods, as if they were passive, and 
could be moved by supplications: for the divine irradiation which takes place 
through the exercise of prayer, operates spontaneously, and is far remote from 
all material attraction; since it becomes apparent through divine energy and 
perfection; and as much excels the voluntary motion of our nature, as the 
divine will of The Good surpasses our election.   
 
   Through this volition, the Gods, who are perfectly benevolent and merciful, 
pour their light without any parsimony on the supplicating priests, whose 
souls they call upwards to their own divine natures; impart to them a union 
with themselves, and accustom their souls, even while bound in body, to 
separate themselves from its dark embrace, and to be led back by an ineffable 
energy to their eternal and intelligible original.   
 
   Indeed it is evident that the safety of the soul depends on such divine 
operations.  For while the soul contemplates divine visions, it acquires another 
life, employs a different energy, and may be considered, with the greatest 
propriety, as no longer ranking in the order of man.  For it often lays aside its 
own proper life, and changes it for the most blessed energy of the Gods.  But 
if an ascent to the Gods, through the ministry of prayer, confers on the priests 
purity from passion, freedom from the bonds of generation, and a union with a 
divine principle, how can there be any thing passive in the efficacy of prayer?  
For invocation does not draw down the pure and impassive Gods to us who 
are passive and impure; but, on the contrary, renders us who are become 
through generation impure and passive, immutable and pure. 
   
   But neither do invocations conjoin, through passion, the priests with the 
Divinities, but afford an indissoluble communion of connection, through that 
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̝̇Ҡ ̡̧̡̛̯̮̥̫̰̬̟̫� ̷̠̥̯̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Қ̭ ̡̯̘̪̥̭ ̸̯̝̯̝̭ ѓ̨ӝ̭ ж̡̛̩̝̯̩̫̰̮̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩r బ�భబయ�బ

̦̝Ҡ ѳ ц̴̧̧̩̝̘̯̯̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̸̴̯̫̯̩ ̛̦̬̮̥̩ ж½̫½̛½̡̯̥ ̯Ӭ̭ Ѳ̷̬̤̯̣̯̫̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ԗ̩� ̯̫Ҥ̭
̠Ҝ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѿ̴̨̲̫̙̩̩ ̷̠̥̝̱̫̬̯̣̯̝̭r ъ̮̯̥ ̟Қ̬ ̦̝Ҡ ̷̧̱̥̮̫̱̫̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̤
̫̰̬̟̥̦Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ к̧̧̣ ½̝̬Қ ̸̯̝̯̝̭ ѓ ̷̨̨̩̥̫̭ ѓ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ ½̘̯̬̥̝ ̯Ԗ̩ ½̷̴̧̡̩� ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̠Ҝ బ�భబయ�ర

̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ ½̨̬̘̟̝̯̝� ½̡̬Ҡ ґ̩ ̝ѣ ̡Ѿ̲̝Ҡ ̛̟̩̫̩̯̝̥r ½̬̹̯̥̮̯̝̥ ̨Ҝ̩ ̟̘̬ ̡Ѣ̮̥̩ ̝ѣ ѿ½Ҝ̬ ̯Ӭ̭
̯Ԗ̩̳̰̲Ԗ̩ ̴̛̮̯̣̬̝̭� ̸̡̡̠̯̬̝̥ ̠Ҝ ̝ѣ ѿ½Ҝ̬ ̯Ӭ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̴̨̮̘̯̩ ̡Ѿ̛̦̬̝̮̝̭� ̛̯̬̯̝̥ ̠Ҝ
̝ѣ ѿ½Ҝ̬ ̯Ԗ̩ ц̦̯Ң̭ ц½̸̡̧̨̡̥̯̫̩̝̥� ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̠Ҝ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡̛̠̥̝̬̮̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̦̝̥̬Ԗ̩� ц̩ ̫ѩ̭
½̸̨̡̫̥̫̤̝ ̯Қ̭ ̡Ѿ̲̘̭� є ̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ̭ ҏ̬̝̭ ̯̫ԉ ъ̯̫̰̭� є ̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ ̦̙̩̯̬̝ ̯Ӭ̭ ѓ̧̥̝̦Ӭ̭ బ�భబయ�బఫ

½̡̬̥̱̫̬ӝ̭� є ̦̝̯Қ ̯Қ̭ к̧̧̝̭ ̸̯̫̥̝̯̝̭ ц½̥½̧̫̦Қ̭ ̷̢̨̡̠̥̫̬̥̩̫̥ ̯Қ̭ ½̧̡̡̫̰̥̠Ӻ̭
̡Ѿ̲̘̭�

̆˾̉˿̈̆̓̌̑ ̓˾̈̇̆́̂̏̕
̡̬̍Ҡ ̯Ԗ̩ ̝Ѣ̟̰½̴̛̯̩ ̴̨̛̰̮̯̣̬̩

˾̧̧� ̝ѣ ̧̡̦̮̥̭̚� ̛̱̣̮̩� ҋ̭ ½̬Ң̭ ц̨½̡̝̤Ӻ̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̛̟̟̩̫̩̯̝̥� ҏ̡̮̯ ̫Ѿ̲ ̫ѣ బ�బభ�బ

̨̡̛̠̝̫̩̭ ̷̨̩̫̩ ̡Ѣ̮Ҡ̩ ц̨½̡̝̤Ӻ̭� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ̫ѣ ̡̛̤̫� ̐Ң ̠Ҝ ̫Ѿ̲ ̴̫̯̭҃ ъ̡̲̥ ̦̝
̤̘½̡̬ ѿ½̡̧̛̣̱̝̭� ˾Ѿ̯̫̱̝̩Ҟ̭ ̟̘̬ ̛̯̭ ц̮̯̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̝Ѿ̡̧̯̫̤Ҟ̭ ѓ ̠̥Қ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̧̡̦̮̩̚ బ�బభ�ర

ъ̧̧̨̝̳̥̭� ½̷̴̬̬ ̡̯ ̯̫ԉ ̧̡̦̝̤̙̦̮̤̝̥ ж̡̱̙̮̯̣̦� ̠̥Қ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̛̤̝̭ ̡̯ ц̡̡̛̩̬̟̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ
̷̡̧̡̯̥̯̣̯̫̭ ½̷̡̬̥̮̥̩ ̡Ѣ̭ ̯Ң ц̨̱̝̩̙̭� ̦̝Ҡ ̸̯̫̮̫̯Ԕ ½̡̬̫̙̲̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ч̛̦̫̰̮̫̰ ̦̥̩̚
̴̡̮̭ ѷ̮̫̩ ѓ ̯ж̟̝̤̫ԉ ̡̛̤̝ ̸̧̞̫̣̮̥̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̡̬̫̝̥̬̯̥̦Ӭ̭ ѿ½̡̡̬̙̲̥ ̴̢Ӭ̭�

̥́Қ ̯Ӭ̭ ̸̯̫̥̝̯̣̭ ̫̩҄ ̴̧̡̞̫̰̮̭̚ ж̷̴̱̤̩̭ ̫ѣ ̡̤̫Ҡ ̯Ң ̱Ԗ̭ ц½̧̨̥̘½̫̰̮̥̩ ̡Ѿ బ�బభ�బఫ

̨̡̡̩Ӻ̭ Ѷ̡̩̯̭ ̦̝Ҡ ѧ̧̡Ԕ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫̰̬̟̫Ӻ̭� ̯̘̭ ̡̯ ̳̰̲Қ̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѣ̭ ч̝̰̯̫Ҥ̭ ж̸̧̩̝̦̝̫
̨̡̩̫̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ ы̴̩̮̥̩ ̝Ѿ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ч̝̰̯̫Ҥ̭ ̲̫̬̣̟̫ԉ̡̩̯̭� ц̢̛̤̫̩̯̙̭ ̡̯ ̝Ѿ̯Қ̭
̦̝Ҡ ъ̯̥ ц̩ ̨̮̹̝̯̥ ̫҂̮̝̭ ж̛̱̮̯̝̮̤̝̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̴̨̮̘̯̩� ц½Ҡ ̠Ҝ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̛̠̥̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̩̫̣̯Ҟ̩ బ�బభ�బర

̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ж̬̲Ҟ̩ ½̡̡̬̥̘̟̮̤̝̥�
́Ӭ̧̫̩ ̠Ҝ ̦̝Ҡ ж½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ъ̴̬̟̩ ѵ ̛̩̰̩ ̨̡̱̝̩ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ̳̰̲Ӭ̭ ̴̮̯̬̥̫̩̚r

ц̩ ̟Қ̬ ̯ԗ ̴̡̡̤̬Ӻ̩ ̯Қ ̨̝̦̘̬̥̝ ̡̨̤̘̝̯̝ ѓ ̳̰̲Ҟ к̧̧̣̩ ̴̢Ҟ̩ ж̧̧̡̘̯̯̯̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ч̯̙
̬̝̩ ц̡̩̙̬̟̥̝̩ ц̡̡̩̬̟Ӻ ̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ̠� к̴̩̤̬½̫̭ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ѓ̡̟Ӻ̯̝̥ ̷̡̯̯� Ѳ̬̤Ԗ̭ ѓ̨̟̫̰̙̩̣r బ�బభ�భఫ

½̧̧̫̘̦̥̭ ̠Ҝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ ч̝̰̯Ӭ̭ ж̡̱Ӻ̮̝ ̴̢Ҟ̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̴̨̝̦̝̬̥̯̘̯̣̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ц̩̙̬
̡̟̥̝̩ ж̧̧̩̯̣̘̪̝̯̫� ̂Ѣ ̠Ҟ ̦̘̤̝̬̮̥̩ ½̝̤Ԗ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ж½̧̧̝̝̟Ҟ̩ ̴̡̡̟̩̙̮̭ ы̴̛̩̮̩ ̡̯
½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡̛̤̝̩ ж̬̲Ҟ̩ ѓ ̠̥Қ ̯Ԗ̩ ̴̧̡̦̮̩̚ к̩̫̠̫̭ ½̡̝̬̙̲̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ѣ̡̡̬ԉ̮̥� ̛̯ ̠̚½̡̫̯ బ�బభ�భర

½̘̤̣ ̯̥̭ ̝Ѿ̯ӭ ½̬̫̮̘½̡̯̥� ̫Ѿ ̟Қ̬ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ж½̡̝̤Ӻ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̝̤̝̬̫Ҥ̭ ̡Ѣ̭ ̯Ң ½̝̤̣̯Ң̩ ̦̝Ҡ
ж̦̘̤̝̬̯̫̩ ѓ ̸̯̫̥̝̯̣ ̦̝̯̝̮½Ӟ� ̯̫Ѿ̛̩̝̩̯̫̩ ̠Ҝ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ц̨½̡̝̤Ӻ̭ ̡̨̟̩̫̙̩̫̰̭ ѓ̨ӝ̭
̠̥Қ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡̟̙̩̮̥̩ ̦̝̤̝̬̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ж̯̬̙½̯̫̰̭ ж½̡̢̡̬̟̘̯̝̥� బ�బభ�మఫ

о̧̧� ̫Ѿ̠� ̝ѣ ½̧̡̬̫̮̦̮̥̭̚ ̠̥Қ ½̘̤̫̰̭ ̮̰̩̘½̯̫̰̮̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ѣ̡̬̙̝̭r ̠̥Қ
̠Ҝ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̛̤̝̭ ̧̛̱̥̝̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ̸̡̮̰̩̲̫̮̣̭ ̯Қ ½̘̩̯̝ ̴̛̦̫̥̩̩̝̩ ½̝̬̙̲̫̰̮̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ж̸̧̠̥̝
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friendship which binds all things in union and consent.  Nor do invocations 
incline the intellect of the Gods towards men, as the term seems to imply; but, 
according to the decisions of truth, they render the will of men properly 
disposed to receive the participations of the Gods; leading it upwards, and 
connecting it with the Divinities by the sweetest and most alluring persuasion.  
And on this account the sacred names of the Gods, and other divine symbols, 
from their anagogic nature, are able to connect invocations with the Gods 
themselves. 
   
   That which in our nature is divine, intellectual, and one, or (as you may be 
willing to call it) intelligible, is perfectly excited by prayer from its dormant 
state; and when excited, vehemently seeks that which is similar to itself, and 
becomes copulated to its own perfection.   
 
   But if it should seem incredible that incorporeal natures can be capable of 
hearing sounds, and it is urged, that for this purpose the sense of hearing is 
requisite, that they may understand our supplications; such objectors are 
unacquainted with the excellency of primary causes, which consists in both 
knowing and comprehending in themselves at once the universality of things.   
 
   The Gods, therefore, do not receive prayers in themselves through any 
corporeal powers or organs, but rather contain in themselves the effects of 
pious invocations; and especially of such as though sacred cultivation are 
consecrated and united to the Gods: for, in this case, a divine nature is 
evidently present with itself, and does not apprehend the conceptions of 
prayers as different from its own.   
 
   Nor are supplications to be considered as foreign from the purity of intellect: 
but since the Gods excel us both in power, purity, and all other advantages, we 
shall act in the most opportune manner, by invoking them with the most 
vehement supplications.  For a consciousness of our own nothingness, when 
we compare ourselves with the Gods, naturally leads us to the exercise of 
prayer.  But through the benefits resulting from supplication we are in a short 
time brought back to the object of supplication; acquire its similitude from 
intimate converse; and gradually obtain divine perfection, instead of our own 
imbecility and imperfection. 
   
   Indeed he who considers, that sacred prayers are sent to men from the Gods 
themselves; that they are certain symbols of the divine natures; and that they 
are only known to the Gods, with whom in a certain respect they possess an 
equal power; I say, he who considers all this, cannot any longer believe that 
supplications are of a sensible nature, and that they are not very justly 
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̯̫̰ ̨̮̰½̧̫̦Ӭ̭r ̫Ѿ̲ ҋ̭ ̯̫҂̨̩̫̝� ҏ̭ ̡̟ ̴̫̯҃ ̷̠̪̝̥� ̝Ѿ̷̡̯̤̩ ц̨̡̛̱̝̩̥� ̯Ң̩ ̩̫ԉ̩
̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ½̧̛̬̫̮̦̩̫̰̮̝̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ж̩̤̬̹½̫̥̭� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝̯� ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̯Ң ж̧̣̤Ҝ̭ ҋ̭ ̸̧̡̞̫ బ�బభ�మర

̯̝̥ ж̡̩̝̠̥̠̘̮̦̥̩� ̯Ҟ̩ ̨̟̩̹̣̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̩̤̬̹½̴̩ ц½̡̛̥̯̣̠̝̩ ж½̷̡̢̨̡̬̟̝̩̝̥ ½̬Ң̭
̯Ң ̨̡̡̯̙̲̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩� ̦̝Ҡ ж̩̘̟̫̰̮̝̥ ̝Ѿ̯Ҟ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̠̥Қ ½̡̥̤̫ԉ̭ ц̨
̨̡̧̫ԉ̭ ̷̨̢̮̰̩̝̬̫̰̮̝̥� ѽ̡̤̩ ̠Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ Ѳ̷̨̩̝̯̝ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ѣ̡̬̫½̡̬½Ӭ ̦̝Ҡ ̯к̧̧̝ ̡̤Ӻ̝ బ�బభ�యఫ

̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚ ж̴̩̝̟̟Қ Ѷ̩̯̝ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̮̰̩̘½̡̯̥̩ ̝Ѿ̯Қ̭ ̸̠̩̝̯̝̥�
;É=
̐Ң ̟Қ̬ ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ц̩ ѓ̨Ӻ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̩̫̬Ң̩ ̦̝Ҡ ы̩� є ̡Ѣ ̩̫̣̯Ң̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̧̡̦̝Ӻ̩ ц̧̤̙̫̥̭�

ц̡̡̛̟̬̯̝̥ ̷̡̯̯ ц̩̝̬̟Ԗ̭ ц̩ ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̡Ѿ̲̝Ӻ̭� ц̷̡̨̡̟̥̬̩̫̩ ̠Ҝ ц̡̛̱̯̝̥ ̯̫ԉ ѳ̨̛̫̫̰ ̠̥̝ బ�బర�భర

̷̴̡̱̬̩̯̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̮̰̩̘½̡̯̯̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѿ̷̡̧̡̯̫̯̥̯̣̯̝�
̂Ѣ ̠̙ ̮̫̥ к½̥̮̯̫̩ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̡̛̦̝̯̝̱̝̩̯̝̥� ½Ԗ̭ ̴̱̩Ӭ̭ ж̸̡̦̫̥ ̯Ң ж̨̮̹̝̯̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ

ҋ̭ ̝Ѣ̴̡̮̤̮̭̚ ½̡̡̬̫̮̠̮̯̝̥̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̠Ҟ Ҏ̴̯̩ ̯Қ ̷̧̡̨̡̟̩̝ ѿ̱� ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ц̩ ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̡Ѿ̲̝Ӻ̭�
ч̦Ҧ̩ ц½̧̥̝̩̤̘̩Ӫ ̯Ӭ̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ½̴̬̹̯̩ ̝Ѣ̴̛̯̩ ½̡̛̬̥̫̰̮̝̭ ъ̩ ̡̯ ̯ԗ ̡Ѣ̠̙̩̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̯ԗ ½̡ బ�బర�మఫ

̡̬̥̙̲̥̩ ц̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭ ̯Қ ѿ̱� ч̝̰̯Ԗ̩ ½̘̩̯̝r ц̩ ч̩Ҡ ̟Қ̬ ̠̚½̫̰ ̡̧̡̛̮̰̩̣̱̩ ц̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭
ѳ̨̫ԉ ̯Қ ѷ̧̝�

̌҂̡̯ ̠Ҟ ̫̩҄ ̠̥Қ ̴̨̡̠̰̩̘̩ ̫҂̡̯ ̠̥� Ѳ̴̬̟̘̩̩ ̡Ѣ̮̠̙̲̫̩̯̝̥ ̡Ѣ̭ ч̝̰̯̫Ҥ̭ ̫ѣ ̡̤̫Ҡ
̯Қ̭ ̡Ѿ̲̘̭� ц̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭ ̠Ҝ ½̡̬̥̙̲̫̰̮̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩ ̯Қ̭ ц̡̡̛̩̬̟̝̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̷̴̧̟̩� ̦̝Ҡ బ�బర�మర

̨̧̘̥̮̯̝ ц̴̡̛̦̩̩ ̫ѧ̡̯̥̩̭ ̠̥Қ ̯Ӭ̭ ѣ̡̬ӝ̭ з̡̛̟̥̮̯̝̭ ц̨̩̥̠̬̰̙̩̫̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̮̰̩̣
̴̨̩̙̩̫̥ ̯̰̟̲̘̩̫̰̮̥̩r ж̡̯̲̩Ԗ̭ ̟Қ̬ ̯̣̩̥̦̝ԉ̯̝ ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ½̬Ң̭ ч̝̰̯Ң ̸̡̮̩̮̯̥�
̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ̠� ҋ̭ ы̡̯̬̫̩ ½̬Ң̭ ы̡̯̬̫̩ ̴̡̦̫̥̩̩Ӻ ̯Ԗ̩ ц̩ ̯̝Ӻ̭ ̡Ѿ̲̝Ӻ̭ ̴̡̩̫̮̩̚� బ�బర�యఫ

о̧̧� ̝ѣ ̧̡̥̯̝̩Ӻ̝̥� ҋ̭ ̱ӫ̭� ж̷̧̧̛̯̬̥̝ ̡Ѣ̮̥ ½̡̬̫̮̱̙̬̮̤̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̯̫ԉ ̩̫ԉ
̷̦̝̤̝̬̯̣̯̝� ̌Ѿ̨̠̝Ԗ̭r ̠̥� ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̟Қ̬ ̯̫̥̫ԉ̯̫� ̷̠̥̯̥ ̯ӭ ̨̡̠̰̩̘̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̷̦̝̤̝̬̯̣̯̥ ̦̝Ҡ
̯̫Ӻ̭ ½ӝ̮̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ж½̧̡̫̥½̷̨̡̤̝� ц̷̷̟̦̝̥̬̯̝̯̩ ц̮̯̥ ½̴̘̩̯̩ ѣ̸̡̡̡̦̯̥̩ ̝Ѿ̯̫Ҥ̭
̡Ѣ̭ ѿ½̡̧̬̞̫̩̚� ћ ̨Ҝ̩ ̟Қ̬ ̛̮̰̩̝̮̤̣̮̥̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̡̬Ҡ ч̝̰̯̫Ҥ̭ ̫Ѿ̡̡̛̠̩̝̭� ̡Ѧ ̯̥̭ ѓ̨ӝ̭ బ�బర�యర

½̴̧̧̝̬̝̞̘̩ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ̛̦̬̩̫̥� ½̡̫̥Ӻ ̯̬̙½̡̮̤̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Қ̭ ̧̥̯Қ̭ ̝Ѿ̯̫̱̰Ԗ̭r ж½Ң
̠Ҝ ̯Ӭ̭ ѣ̡̡̛̦̯̝̭ ̦̝̯Қ ̞̬̝̲Ҥ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң ѣ̷̡̡̨̡̦̯̰̩̫̩ ж̷̨̡̩̝̟̤̝� ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ң
ѳ̷̨̫̥̯̣̯̝ ж½Ң ̯̫ԉ ̡̮̰̩̲Ԗ̭ ̝Ѿ̯ԗ ½̨̧̡̬̫̮̫̥Ӻ̩ ̨̡̦̯̹̤̝� ̷̡̧̡̯̥̯̣̯̘ ̡̯ ̡̛̤̝̩ బ�బర�రఫ

ђ̨̬̙̝ ½̧̨̨̡̬̫̮̝̞̘̩̫̩ ж½Ң ̯̫ԉ ж̡̧̯̫ԉ̭�
̂Ѣ ̠̙ ̯̥̭ ц̡̡̩̩̫̮̥̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Қ̭ ѣ̡̬̝̯̥̦Қ̭ ѣ̡̡̛̦̯̝̭ҋ̭ ж½� ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ж̩̤̬̹

½̫̥̭ ̡̦̝̯½̨̙̱̤̣̮̝̩� ̦̝Ҡ ѷ̯̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̤Ԗ̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ̡Ѣ̮̥ ̨̮̰̩̤̝̯̝̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̷̨̩̫̥̭ ̯̫Ӻ̭
̡̤̫Ӻ̭ ѿ½̘̬̲̫̰̮̥ ̨̟̩̹̬̥̫̥� ̷̯̬½̫̩ ̯̙ ̯̥̩̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̝̯̝̥҅ ̯Ҟ̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ҟ̩ ъ̲̫̰̮̥ ̸̨̠̩̝̥̩ బ�బర�రర

̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭� ½Ԗ̭ и̩ ъ̯̥ ̝Ѣ̮̤̣̯Ҟ̩ ̯Ҟ̩ ̸̯̫̥̝̯̣̩ ж̧̧� ̫Ѿ ̡̛̤̝̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̩̫̬Қ̩ ѿ½̧̫̘̞̫̥
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esteemed intellectual and divine: and must acknowledge it to be impossible 
that any passion should belong to things the purity of which the most worthy 
manners of men cannot easily equal. 
   
   Nor ought we to be disturbed by the objection which urges, that material 
things are frequently offered in supplications; and this as if the Gods 
possessed a sensitive and animal nature.  For, indeed, if the offering consisted 
solely of corporeal and composite powers, and such as are only 
accommodated to organical purposes, the objection would have some weight: 
but since they participate of incorporeal forms, certain proportions, and more 
simple measures; in this alone the correspondence and connection of offerings 
with the Gods ought to be regarded.  For, whenever any affinity of similitude 
is present, whether greater or less, it is sufficient to the connection of which 
we are now discoursing: since there is nothing which approaches to a kindred 
alliance with the Gods, though in the smallest degree, to which the Gods are 
not immediately present and united.   
 
   A connection, therefore, as much as is possible, subsists between prayers 
and the Gods: at the same time prayers do not regard the Divinities as if they 
were of a sensitive or animal nature; but they consider them as they are in 
reality, and according to the divine forms which their essences contain. 
 

*       *       * 
 

.  .  .  .  Αλλ’ ερχευ  επ’ εργov 
Θεoισιv  επευξαμεvoς  τελεσαι. 

 
i.e. "Betake yourself to the work, having implored the Gods to bring it to 
perfection." 
   
III.   The verse briefly describes all that contributes to the acquisition of good, 
viz. the self-moved nature of the soul, and the co-operation of Divinity.  For, 
though the election of things beautiful9 is in our power, yet, as we possess our 
freedom of the will from Divinity, we are perfectly indigent of his co-
operating with and perfecting the things which we have chosen.   
 
   For our endeavour appears to be similar to a hand extended to the reception 
of things beautiful; but that which is imparted by Divinity is the supplier and 
the fountain of the gift of good.  And the former, indeed, is naturally adapted 

                     
9 By things beautiful, with Platonic writers, every thing excellent and good is included. – Taylor 

 



�

̴̛̠̥̦̝̭ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ѣ̡̡̛̦̯̝̩� є ̛̯ и̩ ̡Ѣ̷̴̦̯̭ ½̘̤̫̭ ̡Ѣ̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ҟ̩ ½̡̨̝̬½̛½̯̫̥� ̡Ѣ̭ ѕ̩ ̫Ѿ̠�
ж̩̤̬̹½̥̩̫̩ ј̤̫̭ ̮½̫̰̠̝Ӻ̫̩ ̸̠̩̝̯̝̥ Ԉӛ̴̛̠̭ ж½̡̛̫̦̝̤̝̬̮̤̝̥� బ�బర�ఱఫ

о̧̧Қ ̯Қ ½̷̨̡̬̫̮̝̟̩̝� ̛̱̣̮̩� ҋ̭ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѣ̮̤̣̯̥̦̫Ҥ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̳̰̲̥̦̫Ҥ̭ ½̡̬̫̮̘̟
̯̝̥� ̂Ѧ ̡̟ ̴̨̮̝̯̥̦̝Ӻ̭ ̨̡̠̰̩̘̮̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̮̰̩̤̙̯̫̥̭ ̷̨̩̝̥̭ ̨̮̰½̡½̴̧̬̯̫̚ є ҏ̮½̡̬
̡Ѣ̭ ѿ½̡̛̣̬̮̝̩ Ѳ̴̬̟̘̩̩ ̧̳̥Ҟ̩ ѿ½̡̨̫̦̥̙̩̝̥̭r ц½̡Ҡ ̠Ҝ ̦̝Ҡ ж̴̴̨̮̘̯̩ ̡Ѣ̠Ԗ̩ ̨̡ బ�బర�ఱర

̯̙̲̫̰̮̥ ̯Қ ½̷̨̡̬̫̮̝̟̩̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̷̴̧̟̩ ̯̥̩Ԗ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̴̨̙̯̬̩ з½̴̧̫̰̮̯̙̬̩� ̦̝̯� ̝Ѿ̯Ң
̯̫ԉ̯̫ ̷̨̩̫̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ½̴̨̬̫̮̝̟̫̙̩̩ ̴̡̡̤̬Ӻ̯̝̥ ѓ ̫Ѣ̷̡̦̥̯̣̭� ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѧ ̯̥̭ ц̸̡̟̟̤̩ є ½̷̬
̴̡̬̤̩ ̡̮̰̟̟̙̩̥̝ є ѳ̷̨̫̥̯̣̭ ½̡̘̬̮̯̥̩� ц̡̪̝̬̦Ӻ ̦̝Ҡ ̝̯̣҃ ½̬Ң̭ ѕ̩ ̩̰̩Ҡ ̧̨̡̙̟̫̩
̮̰̩̝̱̩̚r ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ ̟̘̬ ц̛̮̯ ̯̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̦̝̯Қ ̞̬̝̲Ҥ ½̬̫̮Ԕ̴̴̡̨̦̥̙̩̩ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̡̤̫Ӻ̭� ӏ ̨Ҟ బ�బర�లఫ

½̡̘̬̥̮̥̩ ̡Ѿ̤Ҥ̭ ̫ѣ ̡̤̫Ҡ ̦̝Ҡ ̮̰̩̘½̯̫̩̯̝̥�
̌Ѿ̦ к̬̝ ҋ̭ ½̬Ң̭ ̝Ѣ̮̤̣̯̥̦̫Ҥ̭ є ̸̳̰̲̥̦̫̭� ̦̝̯� ̝Ѿ̯Қ ̠Ҝ ̯Қ ̡̤Ӻ̝ ̡Ѧ̠̣ ̦̝Ҡ ½̬Ң̭

̝Ѿ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̤̫Ҥ̭ ̡̛̟̟̩̯̝̥ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ѓ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Ң ̠̰̩̝̯Ң̩ ц½̥½̧̫̦̚�

ѫ̡̧̬̫̦̙̫̰̭ ̷̧̱̥̫̮̱̫̰

mՊ͋͋ي ՞͕͑͗ͅ ՚͐ي ՞͑̓͏͍ ͈ͅ͏؎͓͉͍ ՚͕͎̼͍͐͌ͅͅ͏͒ ͔͓͉͋̽́ͅ� }

̘̩̯̝̍ ̯Қ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̦̯Ӭ̮̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ж̟̝̤Ԗ̡̧̩̮̰̩̯̫ԉ̩̯̝ ̠̥Қ ̴̞̬̝̲̙̩ѿ½̡̙̟̬̝̳̩
ѳ ̷̧̟̫̭� ̯Ң ̯Ӭ̭̳̰̲Ӭ̭ ̝Ѿ̛̯̫̦̩̣̯̫̩� ̯Ҟ̩ ̯̫ԉ ̡̛̤̫̰ ̡̛̮̰̩̬̟̝̩� ̡Ѣ ̟Қ̬ ̦̝Ҡ ц̱�

ѓ̨Ӻ̩ ѓ ̝ѧ̡̬̮̥̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̧̦̝Ԗ̩� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ̝Ѿ̯Ң ̯Ң ц̱� ѓ̨Ӻ̩ ̷̡̡̤̤̩ ъ̡̲̫̩̯̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̝̬�
ц̡̛̦̩̫̰ ̡̛̮̰̩̬̟̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̴̡̧̡̡̯̥̹̮̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̝ѣ̴̡̬̤̙̩̯̩ ½̴̘̩̯̭ ½̫̰ ̲̬ӫ̢̨̡̫̩� భబ�బ�ర

భబ�భ�బѐ̡̫̥̦ ̟Қ̬ ̯Ң ̨Ҝ̩ ½̝̬� ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ̮½̷̢̨̡̫̰̠̝̩̫̩ ц̡̨̦̯̥̩̫̙̩Ӫ ̡̲̥̬Ҡ ½̬Ң̭ ̧Ӭ̳̥̩
̯Ԗ̩ ̧̦̝Ԗ̩� ̯Ң ̠Ҝ ½̝̬Қ ̡̤̫ԉ ̸̡̧̨̡̮̰̩̯̫̩̫̩ ̛̲̫̬̣̟̝ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ½̣̟Ҟ ̯Ӭ̭ ̷̠
̴̡̮̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң ̨Ҝ̩ ̡ѿ̡̛̬̮̦̥̩ ½̡̱̰̦̙̩̝̥ ̯Қ ̧̦̝̘� ̯Ң ̠Ҝ ц̡̛̦̱̝̩̥̩ ̯ԗ భబ�భ�ర
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to discover things beautiful; but the latter to unfold them to him by whom they 
are rightly explored.  But prayer is the medium between two boundaries, viz. 
between investigation by us, and that which is imparted by Divinity, properly 
adhering to the cause which leads us into existence, and perfects us in well-
being.  For how can any one receive well-being unless Divinity imparts it?  
And how can Divinity, who is naturally adapted to give, give to him who does 
not ask, though his impulses arise from the freedom of his will?   
 
   That we may not, therefore, pray only in words, but may also corroborate 
this by deeds; and that we may not confide only in our own energy, but may 
also beseech Divinity to co-operate with our deeds, and may conjoin prayer to 
action, as form to matter; and, in short, that we may pray for what we do, and 
do that for which we pray, the verse conjoining these two, says, "Betake 
yourself to the work, having implored the Gods to bring it to perfection."   
 
   For neither is it proper alone to engage with alacrity in beautiful actions, as 
if it were in our power to perform them with rectitude, without the co-
operation of Divinity; nor yet should we be satisfied with the words of mere 
prayer while we contribute nothing to the acquisition of the things which we 
request.  For thus we shall either pursue atheistical virtue (if I may be allowed 
so to speak) or unenergetic prayer; of which the former, being deprived of 
Divinity, takes away the essence of virtue; and the latter, being sluggish, 
dissolves the efficacy of prayer.  For how can any thing be beautiful which is 
not performed according to the divine rule?  And how is it possible that what 
is done according to this should not entirely require the co-operation of 
Divinity to its subsistence?  For virtue is the image of Divinity in the rational 
soul; but every image requires its paradigm, in order to its generation, nor is 
that which it possesses sufficient, unless it looks to that from the similitude to 
which it possesses the beautiful.   
 
   It is proper, therefore, that those should pray who hasten to energetic virtue, 
and having prayed, that they should endeavour to possess it.  It is likewise 
requisite that they should do this, looking to that which is divine and splendid, 
and should extend themselves to philosophy, adhering at the same time in a 
becoming manner to the first cause of good.  For that tetractys,10 the fountain 
of perennial nature, is not only the eternal cause of being to all things, but 
likewise of well-being, expanding proper good through the whole world, like 
undecaying and intellectual light.  
                     
10 This tetractys which is the same as the Phanes of Orpheus, and the αυτoζωov, or animal itself, of Plato, first subsists 
at the extremity of the intelligible order, and is thence participated by Jupiter, the fabricator of the universe.  See the 
Introduction to the Timæus. - Taylor. 
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̢̣̯̫ԉ̩̯̥ Ѳ̬̤Ԗ̭� ѓ ̠Ҝ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ ̷̨̡̤̬̥̫̩ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡̯ ½̝̬� ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ̴̢̡̣̯̮̭̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ӭ̭
½̝̬Қ ̯̫ԉ ̡̤̫ԉ ̷̴̡̠̮̭� ̡҄ ц̨̲̫̙̩̣ ̯Ӭ̭ ̝Ѣ̛̯̝̭ ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѧ̭ ̡̯ ̯Ң ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ½̸̬̫̝̟̫
̮̣̭ ѓ̨ӝ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң ̡҄ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̸̡̧̡̯̥̫̮̣̭� ½Ԗ̭ ̠� и̩ ̧̘̞̫̥ ̯̥̭ ̯Ң ̡҄ ̨Ҟ ̷̠̥̠̩̯̫̭ భబ�మ�బ

̡̤̫ԉ� ½Ԗ̭ ̠Ҝ и̩ ̛̠̫̣ ̯ԗ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Қ̭ ѳ̨̬Қ̭ ̝Ѿ̡̛̯̪̫̰̮Ԕ ̨Ҟ ̝Ѣ̯̫ԉ̩̯̥ ѳ ̷̠̥̠̩̝̥ ½̡
̱̰̦Ҧ̭ ̷̡̤̭�

ѯ̩Á ̫̩҄ ̨̡̯̚ ̷̧̟Ԕ ̷̨̩Ԕ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ̩ ½̨̡̫̥̹̤̝� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ъ̬̟Ԕ ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ̦̬̝ భబ�మ�ర

̸̴̨̡̯̩̩� ̨̡̯̚ ̯ӭ ч̝̰̯Ԗ̩ ц̡̡̛̩̬̟ӛ ̷̨̩Ӫ ̤̝̬̬Ԗ̨̡̩� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ӭ̭ ̷̡̡̤̤̩ ̡̮̰̩̬
̛̟̝̭ ц̨̡̲̹̤̝ ̦̝Ҡ ҋ̭ ̡Ѩ̠̫̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ̩ ц½Ҡ ̧҃Ӫ ̯ԗ ъ̬̟Ԕ ̮̰̩̘½̴̨̡̯̩� ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң ѷ̧̫̩
̯̫ԉ̯̫� ѷ½̴̭� й ц̷̢̨̡̬̟̝̤̝� ̡Ѿ̨̡̲̹̤̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѿ̨̡̲̹̤̝� й ц̡̩̬̟̫ԉ̨̡̩� ̮̰̩̘̳̝̭ ̡Ѩ
½̡̩r ж̧̧� ъ̡̬̲̰ ц½� ъ̬̟̫̩ ̡̤̫Ӻ̮̥̩ ц½̡̨̡̰̪̘̩̫̭ ̡̧̯̙̮̝̥� భబ�య�బ

̌҂̡̯ ̟Қ̬ ̷̨̩̫̩ ½̨̡̬̫̤̰Ӻ̮̤̝̥ ̡̠Ӻ ̯Қ ̧̦̝Қ ҋ̭ ц̱� ч̝̰̯̫Ӻ̭ Ѷ̩̯̝ ̦̝̯̫̬̤Ԗ̮̝̥
̦̝Ҡ ̴̲̬Ҡ̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ̯̫ԉ ̡̛̤̫̰ ̡̛̮̰̩̬̟̝̭� ̫҂̡̯ ̧̳̥̫Ӻ̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̷̧̟̫̥̭ ж̡̬̦Ӻ̮̤̝̥
̨̣̠Ҝ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̦̯Ӭ̮̥̩ ̯Ԗ̩ ̝Ѣ̴̯̣̤̙̩̯̩ ̡̮̰̩̥̮̱̙̬̫̩̯̝̭� ̴̫̯҃ ̟Қ̬ є к̡̤̫̩ ж̡̬ భబ�య�ర

̯Ҟ̩ ¾ ̡Ѣ ̯̫ԉ̯̫ ̫ѩ̷̩ ̡̯ ̡Ѣ½̡Ӻ̩ ¾ ц½̸̡̨̡̥̯̣̠̮̫̩ є ж̡̩̩̙̬̟̣̯̫̩ ̡Ѿ̲̩̚� ґ̩ ̯Ң ̨Ҝ̩
к̡̤̫̩ ½̡̬̫̝̩̝̥̬Ӻ ̯Ӭ̭ ж̡̬̯Ӭ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̫Ѿ̛̮̝̩� ̯Ң ̠Ҝ ж̬̟Ң̩ ц̸̧̡̦̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ̯Ң ̠̬̝ భబ�ర�బ

̮̯̬̥̫̩̚� ½Ԗ̭ ̟Қ̬ ъ̮̯̝̥ ̯̥ ̷̧̦̝̩� ѵ ̨Ҟ ½̬Ң̭ ̷̦̝̩̩̝ ̯Ң̩ ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ½̡̬̘̯̯̯̝̥� ½Ԗ̭
̠Ҝ ̯Ң ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫ԉ̯̫̩ ½̷̨̡̬̝̯̯̩̫̩ ̫Ѿ ̯Ӭ̭ ц̡̛̦̩̫̰ ̡̛̮̰̩̬̟̝̭ ½̴̘̩̯̭ ̡̠Ӻ̯̝̥ ½̬Ң̭
ѿ½̷̮̯̝̮̥̩� ъ̮̯̥ ̟Қ̬ ѓ ж̡̬̯Ҟ ̡Ѣ̦Ҧ̩ ̡̤̫ԉ ц̩ ̳̰̲ӭ ̧̫̟̥̦ӭ� ̡Ѣ̦Ҧ̩ ̠Ҝ ½ӝ̮̝ ̯̫ԉ ½̝ భబ�ర�ర

̡̨̛̬̝̠̟̝̯̫̭ ̡̠Ӻ̯̝̥ ½̬Ң̭ ̡̟̙̩̮̥̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ̦ ж̡̬̦Ӻ ̯Ң ̨̡̦̯̹̩̫̩� цҚ̩ ̨Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ц̡̦Ӻ̡̮
̧̞̙½Ӫ� ̫҅ ½̬Ң̭ ѳ̴̨̛̫̮̥̩ ̯Ң ̧̦̝Ң̩ ̡̦̯̮̯̝̥̚� భబ�ఱ�బ

̏½̸̡̠̫̩̯̝̭ ̫̩҄ ц½Ҡ ̯Ҟ̩ ц̡̩̬̟Ң̩ ж̡̬̯Ҟ̩ ̡҂̡̲̮̤̝̥ ½̡̬̫̮̦̥̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̡Ѿ̨̲̫̙̩̫̰̭
̯Ҟ̩ ̦̯Ӭ̮̥̩ ̸̯̝̯̣̭ ц̢̡̬̟̘̮̤̝̥� ̯̫ԉ̯̫ ̠Ҝ ј̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ң ̡̤Ӻ̫̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң ̧̨̝½̬Ң̩ ̧̞̙½̫̩
̯̝̭ ½̡̬̘̯̯̥̩ ̦̝Ҡ ½̬Ң̭ ̧̛̱̥̫̮̫̱̝̩ ч̝̰̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̡̛̮̰̩̯̩̥̩ ̨̡̯Қ ̯̫ԉ ̡҄ ъ̡̲̮̤̝̥ ̯Ӭ̭ భబ�ఱ�ర

½̬̹̯̣̭ ̝Ѣ̛̯̝̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ж̟̝̤Ԗ̩� ѓ ̟Қ̬ ½̣̟Ҟ ̯Ӭ̭ ж̡̩̘̫̰ ̸̴̡̱̮̭ ѓ ̡̯̯̬̝̦̯Ҥ̭ ц̡̛̦̩̣ భబ�ల�బ

̫Ѿ ̷̨̩̫̩ ̯̫ԉ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ½ӝ̮̥̩� ж̧̧Қ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫ԉ ̡҄ ̡Ѩ̩̝̥ ̝Ѣ̹̩̥̫̭ ̝Ѣ̛̯̝ ̡̦̝̤̙̮̯̣̦�
̯Ң ̫Ѣ̡̦Ӻ̫̩ ж̟̝̤Ң̩ ̠̥Қ ½̝̩̯Ң̭ ц̱̝½̧̹̮̝̮̝ ̯̫ԉ ̷̨̦̮̫̰ ̫ѩ̫̩ ̱Ԗ̭ ж̦̬̝̯̫̩̚ ̦̝Ҡ
̷̡̩̫̬̩� భబ�ల�ర
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    But the soul, when she properly adheres to this light, and purifies herself 
like an eye to acuteness of vision, by an attention to things beautiful, is excited 
to prayer; and again, from the plenitude of prayer she extends her endeavours, 
conjoining actions to words, and by divine conferences giving stability to 
worthy deeds.  And discovering some things, and being illuminated in others, 
she endeavours to effect what she prays for, and prays for that which she 
endeavours to effect.  And such indeed is the union of endeavour and prayer. 
 

 
*       *       * 
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ћ ̠Ҝ ̸̯̝̯̣̭ ̡҄ ц̨̲̫̙̩̣ ̳̰̲Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ҋ̭ Ѷ̨̨̝ ½̬Ң̭ Ѳ̴̪̰½̛̝̩ ч̝̰̯Ҟ̩ ̨̠̥̝̮̚
̪̝̮̝ ъ̦ ̡̯ ̯Ӭ̭ ц½̨̡̧̡̛̥̝̭ ̯Ԗ̩ ̧̦̝Ԗ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̡Ѿ̲Ҟ̩ ж̡̡̡̛̩̟̬̯̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ½̧̘̥̩
ж½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ ̡Ѿ̦̯̥̦Ӭ̭ ½̴̧̡̣̬̹̮̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̮½̫̰̠Ҟ̩ ц½̡̡̛̥̯̩̥ ̷̧̟̫̥̭ ъ̬̟̝ ̮̰̩̘½̯̫̰̮̝
̦̝Ҡ ъ̬̟̝ ̮½̫̰̠̝Ӻ̝ ̡̛̤̝̥̭ ̧̡̠̥̝̙̪̮̥ ̡̨̞̞̝̥̫̰̙̩̣� ̦̝Ҡ ̯Қ ̨Ҝ̩ ̡ѿ̛̬̮̦̫̰̮̝� ̯Қ ̠Ҝ భబ�ళ�బ

ц̧̧̨̝½̨̫̙̩̣ ̮½̢̡̫̰̠̘̥ ̡̯ й ̡҂̡̲̯̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̡҂̡̲̯̝̥ й ̮½̢̡̫̰̠̘̥� ̸̯̫̥̝̯̣ ̨Ҝ̩ ѓ ̯Ӭ̭
̡Ѿ̲Ӭ̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̮½̫̰̠Ӭ̭ ы̴̩̮̥̭�


